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For Kip
Who took me to the sand counties
and turned my life around

T

he whole human race spends too much emotion on itself.
The happiest and freest man is the scientist investigating nature
or the artist admiring it, the person who is interested in things
that are not human. . . . We can best fulfill . . . humanity’s
claims by keeping our emotional sanity, and this by seeing
around and beyond the human race.
—Robinson Jeffers
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Foreword

In this compelling book, Helen Corneli salutes two of America’s most
fascinating and accomplished field naturalists, Frances and Frederick Hamerstrom. It’s a heartwarming account, full of unpublished
stories and insights about two people who are well known in both scientific and popular literature of the last half-century. The author, a
gifted writer who knew them well, taught English at the University of
Wisconsin–Stevens Point. She provides her readers with an eloquent
account of the innovative and sometimes unorthodox lives of one of
the twentieth century’s most remarkable couples.
As a graduate student at Cornell in the late 1960s, I met raptor
biologists who gathered at the Laboratory of Ornithology to study
birds of prey under the direction of Dr. Tom Cade (founder of the
Peregrine Fund). They told me about these pioneering ornithologists
from the sand country of central Wisconsin. Fellow graduate student
Jim Grier, later one of the nation’s leading authorities on eagles, introduced me to the Hamerstroms when they presented an impressive
paper at Cornell about the effects of DDT on harriers and kestrels.
Several decades of data comparing the ability of these DDT-sensitive
raptors to breed before and after being exposed to insecticides provided some of the ammunition that led to the banning of DDT in the
United States. Fran Hamerstrom also brought to Cornell her two
golden eagles, conditioned by her to trust her, and presented them
to Jim on captive breeding loan. Through the Grier-Hamerstrom
efforts, in 1972, the first artificially inseminated golden eagles in the
world were produced.
xi

xii

Foreword

As I was completing my stay at Cornell in 1971, Ron Sauey from
Baraboo, Wisconsin, was beginning his graduate work at Cornell.
Ron felt that his experiences with the Hamerstroms—as a volunteer research assistant one summer during his high school days—changed
his life. Ron had been raised in a loving and economically privileged
family. His parents were aware of his interest in nature and, although
they hoped he might enter the world of commerce, they were delighted
that the Hamerstroms might provide something his family could not.
Living in the Hamerstrom home with its outdoor toilet, hand-pumped
water, and lack of central heating, helped Ron see the world from a
completely different perspective. The set of values articulated by Aldo
Leopold and lived by his students, the Hamerstroms, became his inspiration to pursue a career that involved the study and conservation
of birds. Soon, in 1973, Ron and I cofounded the International Crane
Foundation in central Wisconsin. Ron was but one of several hundred
young people whose lives were changed by their experiences with Fran
and Hammy who opened their minds, their fieldwork and their home
to strangers. (A potato and a plucked pigeon in a paper bag was one of
their favorite Christmas gifts to friends.)
It was always inspiring and entertaining to visit the Hamerstroms.
You never knew what might happen in a home with a full-winged great
horned owl and a refrigerator containing fresh and frozen roadkills.
One friend recalls having the owl land on her head while seated at the
table. Fran commanded, “Joyce, stand up very slowly. Now, sit down
very quickly.” As the roosting spot dropped, the owl flew to another.
On another occasion, Fran placed the jacket of her latest popular book
on a volume of biochemistry. She passed the book to a visiting professor and asked how he liked her new work. It took him several minutes
to realize the practical joke. Fran and Hammy waited in eager anticipation for the revelation. They loved good fun.
It was a thrill for me to be able to introduce Russian raptor biologists and my close friends, Vladimir Flint and Alexander Sorokin, to
the Hamerstroms. Both parties had written extensively about falconry
and they bonded instantly. One evening at my home, Fran and the Russians viewed a videotape of Fran’s appearances on Late Night with
David Letterman. Fran had not previously seen her performance (there
was no TV in the Hamerstrom home), so both she and the Russians
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shook with laughter every time Fran pointed and announced, “Look
what she’s doing now!” She enjoyed being, and even more watching,
Fran Hamerstrom.
One memorable spring evening, Hammy, Fran, and I sat beside their
potbellied stove, drank a little red wine, and chatted into the wee hours
of the night. Then Fran led me to my unheated upstairs bedroom. The
window was open and the moonlight streamed into the room. In the
nearby forest a ruffed grouse drummed. Lying there, I had a feeling of
ecstasy so profound that I fought sleep. The glow from the company of
the Hamerstroms, the moonlight, and the grouse all met in a dreamlike
state that will remain one of my most cherished memories.
But the two of them had a special ability to relate to many audiences, including a small group of their well-heeled friends and other
influential people in Milwaukee who founded, with Hamerstrom recommendations, the Society of Tympanuchus Cupido Pinnatus, Ltd.
The annual meeting of the society was a grandiose cocktail party in
Milwaukee just before Christmas. The prairie chickens boomed and
danced on a screen while the Hamerstroms circulated among the millionaires. The business meeting occurred during a lull in the roar when
Tympanuchus, the Society’s president, called the meeting to order, the
treasurer announced the amount of money that had been raised to buy
land for the chickens, and Tympanuchus swiftly called for adjournment. Thus the society saved the critical nesting habitat for a remnant
population of about 1,000 prairie chickens.
Although well known in the ornithological circles for their classic studies of the prairie chickens, harriers, and kestrels, they are
best known through a series of widely popular books penned by Fran.
(Walk When the Moon Is Full is one of the most cherished books for
children in Japan.) And in 1982, when I married a lovely Japanese
lady, Kyoko, the Hamerstroms were pleased because they felt interracial marriages were one of the best ways to improve international
relations. Fran and Kyoko enjoyed one another, and Fran sometimes
stayed at our home after Hammy passed away. One evening before retiring she asked Kyoko for a small empty coffee can. Kyoko was mystified. “Kyoko dear, it’s much more convenient than walking all the
way to the bathroom.” Fran was practical.
Fran and Hammy were so close that we all feared she might wither
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after he was gone. But when she returned to Wisconsin, she seemed invigorated. She told me that death was a part of living and that the living must continue to live. Fran had always wanted to study in the bush
firsthand the hunting practices of the Pygmies in Africa and the Indians
in South America. Several winters during her eighties, she lived with
traditional hunters in the jungles. She communicated by sign, lived in
a little tent in their villages, and followed the hunters as they silently
roamed the forests in quest of prey. She remained an adventurer even
in the last three years of her life when afflicted by lung cancer. Nonetheless, her winters continued in the jungles of Peru and summers at
the homestead in central Wisconsin.
During her last summer, we invited all the Hamerstroms’ former
students, fondly known as “gabboons,” to visit Fran at the guesthouse
at the International Crane Foundation. About thirty came from faraway places across the continent to spend quality time with Fran. She
delighted in zooming around ICF in a golf cart and introducing her
friends to the cranes and the prairies. On the final night we shared a
picnic around a fire at Aldo Leopold’s shack just a few miles down
Shady Lane Road.
Hammy and Fran had spent most of their lives in the sand counties
living in harmony with nature and teaching others as Aldo Leopold
had taught them. They challenge us to do the same.
George Archibald
International Crane Foundation
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1
Prologue
And although nothing much can be seen through the mist, there is
somehow the blissful feeling that one is looking in the right direction.
—Vladimir Nabokov, Speak Memory

Well before dawn on a marrow-chilling morning in April 1961 I found
myself with a reporter friend, kneeling in a four-by-four-by-six-foot
canvas box in a central Wisconsin marsh and peering out of the vision
slit on one side. I was shivering and ruefully remembered my husband’s
stern words of the evening before.
“Wear your long johns and ski pants; and at least two pairs of socks.
Put a sweater over that wool shirt. Slip a plastic bag between your
socks and boots—it may help. Take these extra mittens,” he warned.
“These Wisconsin spring days are cold!”
“I’ll be fine,” I assured him airily. Now I was freezing. The bedroom in the Hamerstrom house where I had slept was unheated, the
rattletrap van that a silent youth maneuvered over a rutted mud road
to the marsh had no heater, and the walk to the blind from the roadside where he dumped me was icy. My fingers were numb, my feet
ached with the cold. We had been cautioned to be still; I dared not
stamp my feet to warm them. The space was constricting, the chill penetrating.
Barbara, a stringer for the county paper, had asked me to “go
booming” with her. I had met the Hamerstroms—cordial, interesting
people, I thought, though perhaps a bit eccentric, so I readily agreed.
Now, not fully awake, I tried to remember what Dr. Hamerstrom had
told us the previous night. There would be cocks, with something
called “bellows” and “long flange feathers” on the neck, and hens; we
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